
Our company is looking to fill the role of talent pool. To join our growing team,
please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for talent pool

Ensure the application of the required BTIP (DPS, ROP, MEP etc) together
with any specialized software development requirements, procedures and
processes
Build and maintain familiarity with the local external environment
Perform the basic EOC task but work is closely supervised such as but not
limited to secure works tickets, Network monitoring alerts, incident logging
and shift handover report
Monitors the ticket incident queue and shared mailbox of EOC then creates
or closed tickets assign
Facilitates and coordinates the creation of vendor ticket access to the Global
Data Centers
Facilitates the communication of the incidents/alerts receives from the
monitoring tools to the technical platform team, POC and Telco providers
Responsible for the WBS, Detailed Project Schedule, JDDP, Customer
Interface, Risk & Opportunity Management, Project Improvement
Management, Project Launch (including the Orange Book), Change
Management and Contractual Obligation Management, Budget allocation
and monitoring, Project Reporting internally both status and financial
performance
Responsible for the management of all communication with the Customer
The Project Director must adapt his/her leadership and motivational skills to
the project, the team members capabilities and knowledge, the time and
tools available and the results desired
Direct the day-to-day project activities for the Overall System design

Example of Talent Pool Job Description
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Qualifications for talent pool

The ability to drive the NCE (Nestlé Continuous Excellence) program
forwards and maximize performance in all areas, including health and safety,
quality, waste
Current engineering experience within a FMCG Food Production company
Degree in Computer Science or similar relevant education
At least two years of on-the-job experience in software testing
Good knowledge in embedded software
C and C++ development and testing experience


